
With Us Not For Us is the Down Syndrome International theme
for World Down Syndrome Day on 21st March. This concept is
relevant at any age and stage. We all want our children to
become capable, contributing adults with a good self-worth,
able to communicate their needs and making their own choices.  
From an early age parents, health processionals, educators,
employers, providers and support workers should take time to
reflect on how they can empower people with Down syndrome. 

In younger years it can be so easy to offer help, saying "here, I'll
do this so we can get in the car quickly", or spooning food into a
toddler's mouth as they make so much mess doing it
themselves, answering a question on behalf of your child,
cleaning up toys because it's quicker.  At the same time, we are
thinking - when will they ever learn to do this? Will I still be doing
this when 'x' is a teenager? an adult?

Developing skills needed as an adult is so important to a full life.
For example, an early interest in food preparation, baking
together, meal planning, and grocery shopping - leading to
independent cooking and awareness of food groups.

Household chores, a job checklist, a having a plan (a daily one,
weekly, or even a holiday plan!) is important as this helps to
provide a sense of belonging, contribution and motivation.
Check out the Down Syndrome International website and social
media for more information and inspiration.

-

From Down Syndrome International: The message of With Us
Not For Us is key to a human rights-based approach to disability.
DSi is committed to moving on from the outdated charity model
of disability, where people with disability were treated as objects
of charity, deserving of pity and relying on others for support.

A human rights-based approach views people with disabilities
as having the right to be treated fairly and have the same
opportunities as everyone else, working With others to improve
their lives.
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a human rights approach

fostering empowerment at home

there will always
be room for your

hand in mine



WOULD YOU LIKE TO
CONTRIBUTE SOMETHING?

We are short on volunteers at the moment and need to
build up our list for 2023 to ensure that our activities are able
to run smoothly.
 

Examples include: helping to supervise kids at primary school play dates,
setting up and cleaning up at these events, running a small activity such as
colouring table, or something active, helping with a coffee group for younger
members, selling raffle tickets and promoting fundraising, sourcing prizes, or
you might even be happy to set up a morning tea at your place for families in
your area! INTERESTED? email Xuan on adminsupport@adsa.org.nz

WE NEED
YOUR HELP!

Please email Paula, clo@adsa.org.nz if you would like to include
something in the next magazine.  Sharing helps our community to
feel connected, and fosters a sense of belonging.  
ALL AGE GROUPS PLEASE!
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09 527 0060

@adsaorgnz

www.adsa.org.nz

clo@adsa.org.nz

there are many
ways to stay

informed
For regular news updates

please follow us on Facebook
and sign up to our fortnightly

e-news.
 

MOVED HOUSE?
CHANGED EMAIL? 
Please let us know.

@downsyndromeassoc

PRODUCT TO SELL?
A BUSINESS THAT

SUPPORTS DISABILITY?
If you are a person with

Down sydnrome who has a
business OR a business

that supports people with
disabilities. TELL US! 

We want to support you
to get the word out.



Kia Ora whānau
 

Our thoughts continue to be with those who are still recovering from the extreme
weather events at the end of January and middle of February. The drier weather of

the last couple of weeks has meant opportunities to get out and about again.
 

It was a slow and disjointed start for most of us getting back to school with the
delays to the start of Term 1 and school closures. Kaiden did have another change

as he moved from Sommerville Special School base unit to a satellite class in his
previous mainstream school. So far he is thriving in this new environment.

 
This year the Down Syndrome International theme for World Down Syndrome

Day on 21 March is ‘With Us Not For Us’ and is focused on a human rights-based
approach to disability – the right to be treated fairly, have the same opportunities

as everyone else, and the freedom for people to make their own choices. Please
share your thoughts or examples on this theme on your social media channels or

with the ADSA Community on the ADSA members group on Facebook. 
 

I look forward to seeing you all at our ADSA 
Community BIG PICNIC – World Down Syndrome

 Day Celebration on Sunday 19 March. 
ring your whanau and come and join us!

 
Ngā mihi nui

Maia
chairperson@adsa.org.nz

 
 

A new face at UpsideDowns
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chairperson report
by Maia Faulkner

We are delighted to welcome Victoria on behalf the ADSA community!  

 Victoria joined UpsideDowns in January of this year (2023) and is thrilled to be part of this great charitable
trust. She has  worked in education for over 20 years, both International and Domestic, from Kindergarten 
to Adult, and her foundations in ESOL (English as a Second Language) and Second Language Acquisition

instilled the importance of Communication skills that remain at the core of all she does. 

Born in the North-East of England, she moved to New Zealand in 2007 and now
lives in West Auckland with her husband, daughter, and furry best friend, Sam the

spoodle. Victoria loves future technologies and networking and can’t wait to
spread the word about the amazing work UpsideDowns does

mailto:chairperson@adsa.org.nz


m o n e y
m o n e y
m o n e y

Mini-Auction Fundraiser: 15 - 21 March
We  are unable to jump through all the hoops required to host our raffle
in March - but we still need the $$, so its auction time!
Fantastic items to bid on from below sponsors and many more.
Keep an eye on our website, e-news and social media in March!
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The last few months have been so up and down for our Auckland
community and we really didn't get the summer holidays we needed.
Many had Christmas / New Year plans cancelled due to Covid, and
holidays thrown into chaos by horrendous weather events.  We know that
some have had homes damaged, and hope that this is manageable for
you. Holiday periods can be full of turmoil - with high emotions,
expectations, and the challenges of being out of our usual routines. This
certainly hit home in our family, particularly with changing holiday plans. 
 We still managed to spend some lovely time with relatives and friends
amongst the ups and downs, and to fill our buckets with holiday fun.

Handwriting, reading and visuals schedules did not go well over the
holidays, but we have found a new activity that everyone enjoys - ABBA
Let's Sing! Junior Bake Off has also been a TV hit - and has encouraged
some experimentation in the kitchen - with ginger cookies from Harriet,
and emptying of cupboards by Charlotte.

The first week back at school was great and the girls were keen to be back
with their friends. I met some amazing new members of our community
in South Auckland, and visited some lovely schools too.  Week two.  An
entirely different story. We are now in the midst of Cyclone Gabrielle, and
trying to do anything to distract ourselves from the huge swaying of trees
outside.  Behind me - emergency bags are packed and we are ready to
leave at a moments notice.

Although its a challenge to think past the immediate situation - I'm
looking forward to seeing many of you at our upcoming events (page 5)
and our World Down Syndrome Day picnic (see page 18).

Having connections seems more important than ever now - and is always
top of mind.  If you are lonely and want to meet some other families -
please reach out.

Not what we expected. 

by Paula Beguely
Community Liaison Officer

CLO report



Annual General Meeting
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events
calendar

Under 12's Coffee Group & Primary Schoolers Playdates

SUNDAY 19.3 - ADSA BIG PICNIC - 11am till 2pm 

Success in
School

Other
Events

Grey Lynn Community Centre, 510 Richmond Road, Grey Lynn

30th April, 25th June, 27th August, 15th October

Papatoetoe East Primary School, 138 Tui Road, Papatoetoe
World
Down

Syndrome
Day

Come and celebrate with us - details page 18

2-day Workshop
for Children Who Learn Differently
This will be run via zoom in 2023

6 and 7 March 2023  AND  31 July / 1 August 2023

Lazy Sundays
A lovely way for parents who work during the week to come and meet others in the
community - under 5's will be in the Garden Room - but are also welcome to use the
outside area and playground.

21.3 MORNING TEA @ FLOURISH
10am Tuesday, 21 March.  Registrations essential. 

21.3 NZDSA BIG CONNECT - 7pm via ZOOM

ROCK YOUR SOCKS - any time around WDSD

see page 18

join us on 19 March

Sunday 17 September, 2pm (TBC)

Sunday 19 November (TBC)
Christmas Party 0-12 years



Term 1: 1 & 15 Feb, 1 March,
15 March, 29 March
Term 2: 26 April, 10 May, 24 May,
7 June, 21 June
Term 3: 19 July, 2 Aug,
16 Aug, 30 Aug, 13 Sep
Term 4: 11 Oct, 25 Oct,
8 Nov, 22 Nov, 6 Dec

The group is run by some
amazing ladies.  Margaret Davidson,  
a retired neurodevelopmental
physiotherapist who loves music); 
 Susan Boswell - retired Paediatric
physiotherapist with a special
interest in children with Down
Syndrome, autism and children
who walk on their toes.
Margaret Blakeley who loves
playing with children and singing, 
 and new in 2023 is  Judy Stewart, a
retired GP.  What a great crew!

Please contact Margaret Davidson
if you would like to attend.
nzmargaret@gmail.com
021 293 3009

4. Get good at asking for help
This is the start of a long journey of asking for what you need and
advocating for your child.  Find a good GP and pediatrician. Don't be afraid
to ask questions, have high expectations, and if you are not clear - ask
again. Bring a support person if you need to. If you are on a "waiting list" -
always follow up, as it is very possible to fall off the waiting list.  Make use of
the disability supports available (check out www.Taikura.org.nz for info on
Carer Support & Individualised Funding). If following up an appointment,
or asking for help, do it politely.  This usually gets a better response.

5. Be Present
The days can seem slow but the years will fly by.  Treasure this time!

3. Daily habits = BIG progress

Our private speech therapist Fiona Kenworthy. 
 Fiona had  genuine love and acceptance for my
child and her belief in Charlotte's ABILITY was
inspiring for me.  We stayed with her for 3 years  
 and we still catch up.  

Margaret - Music group.  This group provides
stability of a regular meeting place for mums - lead
by Margaret who is encouraging and reassuring,
and the kids love her! I was nervous when we first
joined (Charlotte age 6 months) BUT this was a
great turning point: meeting my tribe, and a
wonderful time to bond with Charlotte.

Here are some examples from our journey.

It sometimes feels impossible to fit in the additional "homework" to help
your child progress physically or with communication. A great help is to
ask therapists for activities that fit into daily routines you already have.
Eg. a speech and language exercise for nappy change time, meal time,
or bath time! These are all activities you are doing 

2. Find people who embrace your child

l i t t l e � o n e s � ( 0 -4 s )
We don't have enough numbers
for a regular midweek coffee
group - but there will be
opportunities for a NEW Sunday
afternoon catch up several times
a year (see page 5)

For midweek gatherings we really
encourage you to attend the
MUSIC GROUP (below).  

130 Remuera Road - Community
of St Luke, Courtyard Room

FORTNIGHTLY DURING TERM TIME
This is a group for all disabilities and
is popular with our members.  It is 
 great place to meet other parents
with little ones.  You will feel an
unbeatable sense of  community
and belonging!  Just bring a gold
coin, and a snack for your child.
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ADSA
coffee
groups

Music & Playgroup
Central Auckland

 Go where you feel accepted1.

This year we are turning this into a "helpful tips" column, which hopefully helps you
along the start of your journey.  These are written from the personal experience of

ADSA members.  Below is written by Paula Beguely.
(we welcome contributions from other families for the next magazine)

This is important for any new parent. Bonding with your little one can be
hard - especially if your diagnosis has been unexpected, or health issues
have caused long hospital stays. Choose activities carefully - and go where
you feel supported and accepted. It is wonderful to meet parents of
children with Down syndrome. Sharing your story is great therapy, and
knowing you are not along builds your confidence.

anyway AND your little one has your FULL attention
(and vice versa). These are GREAT times to maximise
communication. All the nappy changes, high chair,
and bath moments add up to a lot of time!



Give your child a voice
Having a voice is not just talking.  It could also be using

signs or pictures.  The important thing is that your child
feels that they are being listened to and their opinion

matters.  This is key for good communication and good
self esteem as an adult, and essential for class

participation.  Don't give up on Speech Therapy when
your child starts primary school. If possible use the

amazing funding available through UPSIDEDOWNS
to have the private SLT visit your school each week.

This SLT provides a constant resource and someone to
model different ways of learning. Make sure your child

is invited to participate in their IEP and has had a
chance to think about the goals that they would like to

work on.

We plan to continue our playdates
again in 2023 - however, we are

very short on volunteer helpers.
We need some reliable to people

to help with set up, pack up,
overseeing activities and

coordinating a volunteer roster.
 

Please contact Xuan
adminsupport@adsa.org.nz if you
are able to help on a regular basis.

Playdatespr imary  s choo l
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Our 2-day workshop is held twice a
year, every year.  Now via zoom.

6 & 7 March
31 July & 1 Aug

Tell your school about this.
It's great professional development

for all involved in educating your
child. We can also email contacts

at your school directly.
Please ask Paula if you would like

help with this (clo@adsa.org.nz)

Success in School

If you feel stuck
with something,
need some
additional
support to
provide
information to
your school, or to
an activity
provider - please
let us know.

Other

Bringing others along with you
At many times during your child's education journey you may feel like you are
going it alone! It's really important to change this and to get used to bringing

others along on your journey.  Let's face it!  This is NOT always easy - but WORLD
DOWN SYNDROME DAY is a great time for sharing information and creating

conversations (see page 15).
 
 
 Principal, SENCO, Senior Leadership Team, teachers, learning support, office staff,

caretaker. Their attitudes are ALL important and contribute to how your child is
perceived at school. Be visible at school, attend school trips if possible, offer help

in other ways, and support school events.  Don't shy away from these because
you think your child might be causing extra work for the staff!  It's good to know

what's going on in your school community!

"BAD BEHAVIOUR" won't just get better

We would love to get some parent stories for this page - activities you love, tips
and tricks for this age group, and especially stories of friendships.

These practical tips are written by Paula.

Have a GREAT relationship with your school

If you are seeing behaviour in your child that you do not like then take action now
to change this.  POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT is a strategy you can use. It is

very hard to GROW OUT of inappropriate behaviours learned at a young age.
Ask to borrow the POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT resource from our library - or

check out Down Syndrome Resource Foundation videos on this topic.

Have playdates
Ask your classroom teacher to help

identify kids in your class who might
make a good friend for your child.

Get to know their parents and
arrange a playdate.  It's important to
make an effort here although it may
feel hard. You just never know when

a friendship is going to blossom.
It's also great to see how your child

interacts with others from school
and vice versa.

Remember to take time for yourself
Easier said than done, I know! BUT respite is important, as regular breaks

give you mental rest, restore your energy, and a chance to reset priorities.
You are not super human. Your child doesn't need you to be!



where
friendships begin

ADSA and Recreate NZ have teamed
up to offer a fantastic monthly social club

for people with Down syndrome.
 

The groups meet 11 times a year - usually on
the 1st Saturday of the month for 3 hours of fun.

This is also a great respite for carers.
 

Youth (age 11-17): 1pm to 4pm
Adults (age 18+): 6pm - 9pm

 

There is an annual fee payable to ADSA
of ($75 for adults, and $40 for youth).

A small activity fee is payable to
Recreate NZ at each event.

 

ADSA contract Recreate NZ to run these 
social clubs, and accordingly these

groups follow the same policies
as other Recreate events.

Hi I am Ella!
I am super excited to be the new ADSA social

club coordinator and look forward to
meeting everybody.

 
 I have been a volunteer at Recreate for almost 2

years and I am a competitive swimmer with a
love for the outdoors, nature and adventures.

 
 This is my last year at university, studying a

Bachelor of health science majoring
in psychology.PAGE 8

go to www.adsa.org.nz  (social clubs)

your point of contact
New members are most welcome in both
the Junior and Adults Social Clubs. Please
complete the form on the ADSA website.

2023 Calendar
You can view the planned events calendars on the
ADSA website (search social club).   Specific event
details will be sent by email to registered members 3
weeks prior to each event. You must register for each
event using the Recreate NZ system.  This is important
for planning, and staffing requirements.

Events are planned to ensure participants feel
comfortable and able to socialise.  Forming friendships
is the number 1 goal, and providing a place to meet
others with Down syndrome.  

Ella Speight
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Starting early gives you a chance to figure out
what you want and need in a given situation -
preschool, school, employment or hobby.

This is a brand new resource from NZDSA and
Kindred.  It is a fantastic workbook written for
people with Down syndrome.  This is to progress
through before you start looking for a job - and to
help identify your strengths and the type of
employment situation that would suit you best.
This has 35 pages - so its best to print it out! 
 Available at www.nzdsa.org.nz/resources

Planning ahead for a new situation allows time
to think of obstacles and how you might
overcome them.  It also allows you time to get
others on board!

TOP TIPS

A little time spent planning ahead gives you a
lot more focus, and is more likely that you can
achieve your goals.

Follow up.  Be a squeaky wheel.
Don't feel bad about it - but do be polite.

EMPLOYER
RESOURCE KIT
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resources & tips

Start early.  Things always take longer than we
think.  Starting early gives you choices and
reduces stress.1

2
3
4
5

Career Plan Workbook

A full 16 page resource kit for
EMPLOYERS is now available from

NZDSA for those who are interested
in employing a person with

Down syndrome.
 

This is a fantastic read with real life
employment examples, practical tips

and strategies - and plenty of
information to help!

This a great decision for your
workplace.

TOMORROW STARTS TODAY

DOWNLOAD your copy at
www.nzdsa.org.nz/resources



new faces
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Marley, 5m
Marley is 5 months old and lives

with his family in Manurewa.
At home with Marley are Mum
(Sonia), Dad (Hadden), his big

sister, and Grandpa. 

Precious moments

Madeline, 6 wks

Sol (Eliana's mum) took this
precious photo of their hands

together - and with some special
effects on her phone - turned it into

this beautiful work of art.

Gorgeous Madeline and her
family joined ADSA in January
when she was just 10 days old! 
Madeline lives in East Auckland

(Cockle Bay) with her Mum
(Chloe) Dad (Grant,) and her

sister.
 
 

Victoria Smith
CEO & Dishwasher

Freya, 12
Freya has recently moved to NZ
with her family.  She is looking

forward to starting school in
New Lynn.

 
Freya is very good at following a

routine, loves singing, and
watching Disney movies.

 

 

Eliana, 1
This little cherub lives in Papakura

with her mum (Sol) and her dad
(Rodney).  They are keen to meet

some other Filipino families.
Eliana is very photogenic.  It was
hard to choose just one photo.

 

Victoria has recently replaced
Sarah at UpsideDowns

Education Trust.  You can read
more about her on page 3.

 



Our family live in Waiuku which is on the border of the Waikato.
We emigrated to NZ from the UK in 2010 so all our extended family is back
there. We are a very gypsy type family - moving a lot! We will move in the
next few years when our youngest son Khouri finishes intermediate school,
as his current school is fabulous and he adores it there (shout out to
Waiuku Primary)!

Khouri started school at 5, very ready. I could have waited another year.
The school has been amazing. He has had constant TAs over the last 7 years
which has made a good stable environment for him. All his teachers and
TA have attended ADSA Success in School course, and some even went on
Makaton courses when he was younger. Every teacher is ready and willing
to accept him into their class, forming some amazing connections.
Each year has been a positive experience for Khoury and our family. 

I was keen to delay starting school as Khouri wasn’t toilet trained, had very
low verbal communication (using mainly Makaton) and was a prolific
runner at every opportunity. The school can tell some hilarious stories about
his hiding places too!! But the Ministry of Education really pushed me to
start him in Term 1 when he was 5yrs 1m. Having a fully fenced school did
make the worry slightly less but because he started when he did everyone
has grown up around him. He is one of the most popular kids, probably
because he is so entertaining!! My advice to anyone deciding is to go for it,
your child will surprise you in so many ways, we have never had a day when
he hasn’t been up and keen for school!

Our family love the water. One daughter is a lifeguard out at Karioitahi
beach and hubby Mark and our eldest son are training to take their
lifeguard exam. Mark adores the outdoors and takes Khouri and his big
brother camping most weekends in summer. We bought a campervan
during Covid times and my husband and Khouri can usually be found at a
local beach every Friday night - in the winter too!! It’s tiny and only big
enough to sleep in but they love it. 

We are truly lucky in Waiuku to have a few families all who also have
children with Down Syndrome, Khouri's best friend to name the most
important one!! So our school has 3 children and I like to think that Waiuku
will be so open to them as our kids trailblaze a path through the schools
and community. We are involved in softball, swimming lessons,
lifeguarding (Khouri's biggest ambition!) Starjam and basketball so Khouri
is better known throughout our community than any of our family and is
more often than not called out to when we are out and about. Being the
rock star he is he just shakes it off and waves - well if he feels they deserve a
wave. He spent last year hanging out the window of my car at the college
pick up asking for high fives from kids who got invited to his birthday party
- there was no party!  
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Family Focus
The Watkins Family - Waiuku

by Samantha Watkins

We would love to feature families
from all areas of Auckland!
Don't be shy.

Email Paula if you are keen!
clo@adsa.org.nz

We love Christmas!
Mark and Khoury - ferry trip
Khoury - the reluctant cook
Surf Lifesaving
Learning CPR
We love Christmas even more!

Photos: from top to bottom:



Love is in the air
Gabe & Cushla's Committment Ceremony

Gabriel Ashby, known as Gabe, is 35 years old. He works in a
coffee shop and is a trained barista. His hobbies are fishing,
basketball, playing drums in a band (The Mutes from Mars) and
making coffee - he’s very good! With help from his father, he also
makes his own beer. Gabe has lived away from home for twelve
years. He lives in a Trust called A Supported Life in West
Auckland, in a flat with his partner Cushla. Gabe loves popping
home to Mt Eden, going to Hallertau Brewery, Sandspit and
Manly Beach.

Gabe and Cushla declared their love, and confirmed their
long-term relationship in the “best event of 2022” – their
commitment ceremony. This had been postponed for 3
years due to Covid.  The commitment ceremony was
exactly like a wedding ceremony with family and friends,
a celebrant, the exchange of rings and a cake. It took
place in Warkworth Gabe told his mum he felt ‘over the
moon’ with joy and the whole day was what he’d always
dreamed of. The ceremony was to all intents and
purposes like a wedding.

ADSA Comment: We heard a whisper of something
special happening in December and asked Gabe's mum
Judith a few questions, about her son, his partner Cushla,
and their story.  This is based on what Judith told us.
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Gabe's mother Judith says: "It made me happy to think
Gabe could experience what many people get to do. I
think he’s well complimented by Cushla with her
different set of skills. They are very happy together."
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We asked Amelia and Janet (mum) to share with you how Amelia
moved out of home and the preparation stage leading up to the move

By the time Amelia was 24 she was actively liking the idea of going flatting,
so when Recreate rang to say that her friend Kirsten wanted to go flatting
with Amelia we jumped at the chance. We got together with Kirsten’s
parents and planned our next steps. Both families applied to Taikura Trust
for CICL funding – Choices in Community Living. They respond much more
quickly if there is an active plan in place and dates aimed for and we were
very fortunate that the funding came through within a month. We then
needed to find an apartment to rent. Again we were very fortunate to be on
friendly terms with the local real estate agents – Amelia used to make a
habit on calling in to their office to say hello on the way home from school. It
took about a month for an appropriate flat to come free for rental but then
we signed the lease a couple of days later. We went with Spectrum Care as
our support organisation and they gave us excellent help to get all the
support services lined up.

Amelia is quite the independent young lady now that she is no longer at
home and it’s a joy to have her come around, once a week for Sunday dinner
and on the odd occasion as she passes by for a cup of tea. And she never
brings her laundry!  There are many different options for people with DS to
be supported to leave home but if you are not looking for a residential
situation, be sure to check out the possibilities that CICL funding allows. 

From Amelia:  I left home on 15 October 2021. Now I live in Mt. Albert in a
brand new 2 bedroom apartment. I live with my friend Kirsten. I can easily

walk from my apartment to my mums’ house. It was not hard for me to
move out of home. I was excited. The hardest thing was - the first day we

moved in, we decorated our own bedrooms and it was hard to fit everything
in. The main thing I miss about our family home is our cat Sarah and our dog

Nelson. I don't miss my parents because I see them quite often. There is
someone who comes for a couple of hours most days to support us.

They mainly help us to cook and plan meals.

From Janet (mum): I always envisaged that Amelia would move out
of home from when she was little and, with this in mind, we
encouraged her to be as independent as possible. Since she was a
teenager Amelia was expected to participate in helping with tasks
around the home so that she could eventually manage a household
herself – dish washing, washing clothes, ironing, helping with
cooking, setting the table etc. When she was about 20 we started to
socialise with her the idea of going flatting. She was not ready to
move then and found the idea a little intimidating so our intention
was to plant the seed rather than to take any action at that point.
Whenever we heard of someone she knew flatting, we made sure
to talk about it, and to visit if possible.

by Amelia
and Janet Eades

Moving in
Covid-style gone flatting 
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Bake something to share at work
- this is a great conversation starter.

Go to a café that supports people
with disabilities!

Think of all the things that are great
about people with Down syndrome

Have a special family dinner.

Write a letter or email to your son
or daughter with Down syndrome,
or to yourself

Take some time to treat yourself.

Send an email!

All the hard work has been done for you.  This is a beautiful 18-page
electronic resource which you can download and email to your
family, friends, sports club, drama teacher, classroom teacher,
SENCO, school principal (you get it - anyone!).

It has some basic information about Down syndrome. It also shows
that kids with Down syndrome have the same needs as all kids.
To be loved, to have friends, and to have a sense of purpose.  

Download this resource online at www.adsa.org.nz/WDSD2023

World Down Syndrome Day is the perfect reason to share some information
and raise awareness about people with Down syndrome.

Celebrate Diversity with a ROCK YOUR SOCKS day!
 

This can be done at church, at the office, a sports game, your place of work,
your preschool, kindy, Primary school, youth club!  ANYWHERE.

It's a great way to introduce the topic of Celebrating Diversity, and can lead onto
some discussions about how to better include people with Down syndrome.

To download a poster go to adsa.org.nz and search WDSD2023.
Contact us if you can't find what you need.

 

Of course it's awesome when you do this as a fundraiser to help ADSA.
Please let Xuan know if you plan to do this (adminsupport@adsa.org.nz).

We had 12 organisations and schools participate last year.

Sharing a story via your social networks is a
great way to raise awareness amongst your

own networks - and a chance to introduce
some information about people with

Down syndrome.
 

Try to make this positive, factual, and
intentional. It can be a great way to bring

people back into your circle and keep people
up to date.  Focus the story on what helps your

family and your person with Down syndrome.
 

A public or private thank you to someone who
has made a positive impact in your life is also

lovely at this time.  On this road we encounter
many people and sometimes a 5-minute

conversation can change your journey for the
better.  Take the time to acknowledge them.

You will make their day, and fill your own
bucket a little at the same time!

 Raising Awareness
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tell

your

story

start a new tradition



 
 

Little and often now
= big changes later.

 
Visuals work for everyone.

They increase independence
and motivation. And reduce

reliance on others.
 

Charlotte - morning routine
Josh - checklist for school

Leisel - planning her day - and
nailing it

 
 

Having fun with food when
you are young can lead to
GREAT kitchen skills and
autonomy in adulthood.

 
Healthy food choices are
more likely in adulthood

if they have been
introduced early on.

 
Liam (4) learning to butter

his bread
Ben (16) cooking dinner for

the family
 

Providing opportunities
to build confidence

an improve self esteem.
 
 

Tilly - announcing gifts at
Christmas party

 
Lily-Mae filming with Glass

Ceiling Arts Collective
 

Emma presenting at our
ADSA Success in School

course

Contributing to
household chores gives
a sense of taking-part

and belonging, and better
contribution in adulthood.

 
Nikita (3) vacuuming

 
Oscar (6) loves to bring in

the shopping
 

Paris starts her new volunteer
role at St Andrews
Retirement Village
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mum of Charlotte

mum of Angela
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and mum of Kaiden

ASDA
committee

and mum of Oscar

and mum of Ben

and dad of Charlotte

and mum of Khouri

ASDA
staff

and mum of Joshua



Auckland Down Syndrome Association
would like to acknowledge the following supporters:

Thank you to Blue Star for printing this publication

If this magazine doesn't reach the right address - please take a minute to return to
Auckland Down Syndrome Association

care of: PO Box 132033, Sylvia Park, Mt Wellington.


